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 Molecular recognition and sensing are mainly performed at various interfaces
 Dynamic interfaces are useful media to tune structures of organic molecules.

 Exploration of highly emphasized molecular recognition for better sensing 
performances.

 Establishment of novel molecular recognition mode for innovative sensing

 Molecular recognition performance can be 
millions-times enhanced at perfectly ordered 
interfaces

 Sensitive discrimination becomes possible upon 
molecular tuning at interface.

 World best sensor
 Combining with organic semiconductor films for 

sensor device printing
 Tele-communicatable sensing system

Discrimination of L-
and D- amino acids 
can be done with 
mechanical tuning of 
receptor at interface

Molecular sensing performances can be emphasized with million times 
at macroscopic interfaces.

Uracil and thymine can 
be discriminated, which 
cannot be dine by DNA 
and RNA

K. Ariga, ChemNanoMat 2, 333-343 (2016)

Although semiconductor devices continue to achieve progress, there are fears that this
progress may slow in the near future. To ensure sustained progress, we must actively
create devices which operate on principles different from those of conventional
semiconductor devices, and thereby realize novel functions and higher performance.

 Development and practical application of high performance atomic switch and related ionic 
devices  that exceeds the performance of semiconductor switch.

 Development of an new principle artificial intelligence system (artificial brain) based on ionic 
devices utilizing ion movement in solids.
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Development of Atomic Switches
and Related Ionic Devices 

 Low consumption, ultra small size switch
 Artificial synaptic device, decision making device
 Devices for harsh environments such as artificial 

satellites and robots
 Innovative artificial intelligence system that 
does not require programs. 

 Setting required target performance
 Improvement of device stability and reliability
 Sensing and driving technology for novel 
artificial intelligence system

 Experiment for practical application
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